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(ABSTRACT)

While many human computation (human-in-the-loop) systems exist in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to solve problems that can’t be solved by computers alone, comparatively fewer platforms exist for collecting human knowledge, and evaluation of various techniques for harnessing human insights in improving forecasting models for infectious diseases, such as Influenza and Ebola.

In this thesis, we present the design and implementation of My4Sight, a human computation system developed to harness human insights and intelligence to improve forecasting models. This web-accessible system simplifies the collection of human insights through the careful design of the following two tasks: (i) asking users to rank system-generated forecasts in order of likelihood; and (ii) allowing users to improve upon an existing system-generated prediction. The structured output collected from querying human computers can then be used in building better forecasting models. My4Sight is designed to be a complete end-to-end analytical platform, and provides access to data collection features and statistical tools that are applied to the collected data. The results are communicated to the user, wherever applicable, in the form of visualizations for easier data comprehension. With My4Sight, this thesis makes a valuable contribution to the field of epidemiology by providing the necessary data and infrastructure platform to improve forecasts in real time by harnessing the wisdom of the crowd.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The word *epidemiology* originates from the Greek words *epic*, meaning “upon or among”, *demos*, meaning “people”, and *logos*, meaning “study or discourse” [11]. The word epidemiology, in its modern context, is defined as follows:

“Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or events in specified populations, and the application of this study to the control of health problems.” [66]

Although epidemiological study can take many forms [11], we are interested in forecasting the epidemic curve associated with an epidemic outbreak (for an example, see Figure 1.1). An epidemic curve displays either the daily or weekly number of infected cases observed during the outbreak period. The epidemic curve forecasting can be defined as follows: [51]

Input: Given an epidemic curve \( y_1, y_2, y_3, \ldots, y_t \), where \( y_t \) denotes the daily or weekly infectious case count at time \( t \).

Output: Predict \( y_{t+1}, y_{t+2}, \ldots, y_n \), where \( n \) represents the epidemic outbreak period.

A number of mathematical and computational models exist for forecasting the dynamics of infectious diseases. Among them, the classic compartmental (population) models are the most widely used. These forecasting models split the population of interest into different compartments, and allow people to move between the compartments, such as suspected to infected, or infected to dead (or recovered). Although these models are parsimonious in nature and are relatively easy to set up, they make simplistic assumptions that people within a compartment have uniform mixing, and the models don’t account for dynamic adaptation of human behavior in response to the developing epidemic.

At the other end of the spectrum of compartmental models are agent-based models (ABM), where the population is represented as a network, and each node corresponds to an individual, a software agent in a virtual world. The agents’ movements and contact patterns in the virtual world are modeled by the edges in the network. ABMs are simulated...
over a certain disease model, such as Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) or Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered (SEIR). Each agent is assigned a certain disease state before the beginning of the simulation, and, additionally, agents are assigned rules which mimic human behavior, such as fear, bias, etc, seen in real-time epidemic scenarios. During the course of the simulation over several replicates, the model keeps track of agents, and updates their states as they move around in the virtual world. ABMs provide the opportunity to explore how individual behavior affects epidemic dynamics, and allows for the evaluation of the effect of various intervention scenarios, and thus plays an important role in determining public policy decisions. However, deployment of ABM models requires realistic contact networks with fine-grained geographic and demographic information which may be unavailable for a particular region. Another challenge involves coming up with the right set of rules to describe human behavior, and this involves common sense knowledge and guesswork because of our limited ability to understand human behavior [52, 34, 50]. For an in-depth review of different forecasting models and their limitations, see [63].

Apart from the models based on traditional surveillance data sources, new models have been developed using novel data sources such as climate data [68, 71, 67], using digital data sources such as Google search keywords [63], Twitter [60, 55], HealthMap, and table reservation data available through OpenTable APIs to forecast Influenza-like Illness (ILI) case counts. Additionally, systems [67, 49, 47] have been developed which make forecasts by combining multiple data streams. However, few studies [43, 44] indicate that digital data sources need not always provide good signals for Influenza trends.

All forecasting approaches discussed above make certain assumptions regarding the infectious disease, such as disease transmission, effect of disease control measures, etc., and exhibit limitations in modeling the real epidemic outbreak given the challenges in obtaining reliable
surveillance case data. Thus, uncertainties and inaccuracies are a part of these models and affected by countless variables. In these uncertain scenarios, how does an epidemiologist confirm the strength and weakness of his models and determine if there is a vector for improvement? Work done by Polgreen et al. [65] indicates that microbiologists, pharmacists, field experts, physicians, and nurses can provide useful insights regarding future epidemic activity. We believe that by crowdsourcing, and identifying the right people in the crowd, the uncertainty of the models can be greatly reduced, and the model’s predictive accuracy greatly improved. To achieve this vision, we developed the My4Sight platform.

1.1 Motivation

Flu season is an annual event in the United States due to the prevalence of the influenza virus. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report that the flu vaccine is only 60% effective in all the cases. Recent estimates put the annual influenza cost to the US economy at $71- $167 billion [6] due to hospitalizations, missed work days, and lives lost. It is estimated that roughly 5 to 20 percent of the US population contracts influenza every season, resulting in approximately 36,000 deaths [38]. Reliable and timely predictions of flu dynamics could help public health officials in making informed decisions concerning allocation of resources. Earlier prediction of flu forecasts can enable policy makers to choose the appropriate control and preventive measures so that the impact of the disease is reduced.

However, reliable forecasting of influenza epidemics is challenging for the following reasons: (i) each flu season exhibits variations in timing and intensity with respect to the previous year’s outbreaks; (ii) non-availability of reliable surveillance data; and (iii) the incidence rate depends on climatic, behavioral (contact patterns, age groups) and biological factors (immunity etc) [63], which are difficult to account for. This situation is further complicated when a novel strain of the virus is introduced, as was the case during the 2009 flu season.

1.2 Contributions

Here, we present My4Sight, a system to harness human computation to improve epidemiological forecasting models. Our main contributions could be summarized as follows:

1. Human Computational Tasks:
   Our primary contribution includes the design and development of two tasks, i.e. ranking and individualized forecasting, to gather human insights regarding evolving epidemics. These human judgments can be used to inform and improve epidemiological forecasting models.
2. **Analytical Platform:**
The back end of My4Sight is designed as an analytical platform, providing access to flexible queries, data collection features, and machine-learning algorithms.

3. **Generic Extensible Platform:**
Epidemic forecasts are based on several factors which include the type of disease, geographical region, data source, and forecasting model; therefore, the platform is designed to handle a diverse set of epidemiological forecasting models, surveillance data sources, multiple diseases, and geographical regions. The platform also stores historical surveillance data to provide useful insights and trends.

4. **RESTful Web Service APIs:**
The entire platform is implemented using several independent components which interact with each other using well-designed APIs. The front end and back end are completely decoupled, and data only flows through RESTful APIs. As a result, epidemiological data and machine learning algorithms are available to other researchers and third-party sources as web services.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Human Computation Systems

The term “human computation” in its modern context was coined by Luis von Ahn in his doctoral dissertation (2005) [72]. He broadly describes human computation as a method for tackling difficult problems which are either computationally intensive or unsolvable by computers alone by harnessing the combined intelligence of humans and computers. His seminal work includes the creation of CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) [36], which are used in most of the popular websites to distinguish a human user from an automatic bot, and Games with a purpose (GWAPs), enjoyable online games where humans help generate useful data (e.g., annotating images, videos or music labels) or contribute in small ways in solving a larger problem (e.g., protein-folding tasks [11], graph coloring [56]). Although the idea of using humans to solve large computational problems is well documented throughout history [54], the growth of the Internet has made it possible to harness human intelligence on a larger scale.

A human computation system can be defined as follows [59]:

“An intelligent system that organizes humans to carry out the process of computation – whether it be performing the basic operations, taking charge of the control process itself, or even synthesizing the program itself”

In order to achieve system objectives, a human computation system (HCS) needs to recruit humans to complete its tasks. One of the popular ways to recruit human beings is through crowdsourcing. Howe, Jeff (2006) [12] defines crowdsourcing as follows:

“Simply defined, crowdsourcing represents the act of a company or institution taking a function once performed by employees and outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally large) network of people in the form of an open call. This can take the form of peer-production (when the job is performed collaboratively), but is also often undertaken by sole
individuals. The crucial prerequisite is the use of the open call format and the large network of potential laborers.”

The majority of the systems \cite{69, 64, 58} use crowdsourcing as a way to recruit workers, although systems can use a closed set of workers to distribute tasks.

Three important aspects of any human computation system \cite{59} are shown in Figure \ref{fig:three-aspects}. In the following section, we will describe the role played by each of them briefly.

![Figure 2.1: Three central aspects of human computation systems](image)

- **What Aspect**: Addresses the central issue of how to design an algorithm which solves a given computation problem by using humans in a most efficient and accurate manner. This aspect deals with recasting a complex computational problem into a well-defined set of operations that can be carried out by workers. For example, Soylent \cite{45}, a crowdsourced word processing interface, provides the proofreading service in the following manner: (i) In the **Find** stage, workers identify sentences/paragraphs that need to be reworked; (ii) in the **Fix** stage, workers fix the regions identified in find stage; (iii) and in the **verify** stage, workers vote on the fixes provided. Additionally, the system should be able to handle the complex and noisy outputs from multiple human computers, as humans can make mistakes and exhibit variability in judgment and opinions.

- **Who Aspect**: Not all human computation tasks are equal, and a few of them are knowledge-intensive, requiring domain expertise. Task routing addresses the problem of assigning tasks to workers in a way that ensures that each worker has the necessary
skills to complete his task. There are two broad approaches for task routing. (i) In the **Push** model, the system plays an active role in task routing, and determines which workers can complete a given task. To accomplish task routing in the push model, the system needs to take into account worker characteristics, like availability, expertise, interest, and competence. (ii) In the **Pull** model, the system plays a passive role in task routing, merely providing the necessary platform/tools for workers to assign tasks for themselves. The workers use search interface functionality provided by the system to find and complete their tasks. The tools provided for browsing, searching and visualization of tasks play an important role in pull models. In human computation games like FoldIt, the task routing becomes even more complicated as system needs to strike the balance between difficulty and fun when assigning a task to worker, and workers expect tasks to be assigned to them even when there are no active tasks available within the system.

- **How Aspect**: The design of questions that are posed to human computers plays an important role in eliciting truthful and accurate responses from the crowd. The system should be easy to learn and use; users can also be motivated to revisit the system and provide additional units of computational work if they are offered something that has significant value to them. Human computers can differ greatly in terms of motivation; beyond monetary incentives, factors that can encourage workers to contribute to the system include:
  - Interest in accessing resources that they consider important to them (e.g., MedWatcher\cite{28})
  - The quest for fun or entertainment in their leisure time (e.g., GWAPs, Games with a Purpose like FoldIt)
  - Willingness to participate and contribute to community welfare, digital volunteering during disaster and mass emergencies, or advancing the state of science (e.g., Ushahidi\cite{32}, FluNearYou\cite{10}, citizen science projects, and other crowdsourced crisis informatics tools).

### 2.1.1 Popular Human Computation Systems

- **FoldIt**

  FoldIt \cite{11} is an online puzzle game aimed at solving protein prediction problems by harnessing the superior pattern recognition skills of humans. Protein folding is considered to be one of the hardest problems in biology today, and human intervention can help scientists find better treatment for diseases. In this online puzzle, users are asked to reshape improperly folded protein sequences to the state which has the lowest energy. The configuration with the lowest energy score gets the highest number of points. The system uses gaming concepts to encourage users’ participation and contribution.
• Wikipedia

Wikipedia [39] has become the go-to place for all the standard information on the web, and acts as an online encyclopedia which can be edited by anyone, anytime. The main idea is to harness the combined power and skills of all the users who browse the web to create the ultimate online reference. Wikipedia is the most popular of the wikis, and currently has around 4.9 million [42] English articles. Wikipedia has a well-functioning online community (i.e., people who read, edit, moderate, and administer content), which helps prevent pages from being vandalized. The system provides tools that make it easier for the community to report and correct page disruption, neutrality and vandalism.

• Duolingo

Duolingo [3] is a recent entrant in the list of popular crowdsourcing applications with over 100 million registered users around the world [4]. The aim of this platform is twofold: (i) to translate the content on the web into multiple languages, and (ii) to help users learn new languages. From the user’s point of view, Duolingo is a free language learning tool that provides personalized content and uses data-driven methods to teach a new language. From the system’s standpoint, the user’s answers to exercises are used in to translate the content from one language to another. The human computation book [59] estimates that the cost of translating the English Wikipedia to the Spanish version would be $50,000,000 (assuming Amazon Mechanical Turk workers are recruited for this task at a rate of 5 cents per word). In order to be self-sustaining, the system generates revenue by translating articles for its clients.

2.2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Polgreen et al. [65] was the first to demonstrate that experts’ opinions can be aggregated to forecast infectious disease activity. The pilot study was conducted for the state of Iowa for the 2004-2005 influenza season, and experts’ subjective and privileged information was aggregated using a prediction market. The experts were asked to predict the influenza activity level in Iowa, and had to choose from five different activity levels (widespread, regional, local, sporadic, and no activity) used by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) color-coded system. The prediction market could successfully predict the epidemic activity level at least 2 weeks in advance. Also, the study found that, in general, active users outperformed inactive users in predicting the influenza activity, suggesting that active users were better informed.

Epicast [2]: Our opinion is that this tool developed by Delphi research group [1] at CMU closely matches our My4Sight system. At this time, Epicast asks users to make individualized predictions for the CDC HHS regions. The system website mentions that the research group’s intention is to aggregate predictions from users, and also a subset of users, and compare them.
against forecasts made using other techniques. Also, analytics support doesn’t seem to exist in the current version of the system. The system dashboard includes a leaderboard to drive competition among users to make better flu predictions.

2.3 Prior Work on My4Sight

My current work builds upon the previous work done on the My4Sight application. The previous version contains a ranking widget which allowed users to rank system predictions, as shown in Figure 2.2. However, this ranking widget was not designed to support more than 3 predictions at a time. The earlier system didn’t have the ability to support multiple diseases, models and data sources, thereby limiting its adoption and usage. The backend data model didn’t support flexible queries, lacked features to model user responses, and user activities on the system were not tracked. The following chapters explain how these issues are addressed in the newer version of the system.

Figure 2.2: Previous version of my4sight System, http://socialeyes.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/my4sight.jsp, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.
Chapter 3

My4Sight Human Computation Tasks

A careful design of computational tasks is necessary for any human computation system to be effective. The human computation book [59] deals with the design of tasks in a comprehensive manner and provides guidelines for future human computation systems. We will discuss a few of them which are applicable in the context of My4Sight. Any operation that needs to be performed by human users needs to be articulated well with a clear set of instructions to reduce the scope for misinterpretation. Also, usability plays an important role in human computation systems [59]. The system should be easy to learn, and provide intuitive functionalities so that it encourages users to return to the system to complete more tasks. Earlier studies [48, 73] indicate that tasks which cannot be performed in a reasonable amount of time can discourage users from using the system.

How can we harness human intelligence to solve the system’s objective of making a more accurate weekly Influenza-like illness (ILI) case count? One possible way to do this is by asking open-ended questions to the user directly [31]. Consider the following question:

- What do you think the weekly ILI case count will be in week 10 for HHS region 1?

The above question could also be framed in ILI weekly percentages. However, this kind of open-ended question is cognitively overwhelming, and may result in less accurate responses from the user. The system [31] tries to decompose the above task into a simpler question by providing some predefined sets of options for users to choose from. The above question is recast in the following way:

- What do you think the weekly ILI case count will be in week 10 for HHS region 1?
  1. >20000 (more than 1%)
  2. >40000 (more than 2%)
  3. >200,000 (more than 10%)
The studies [11, 61] found that providing relevant information along with the question, such as partially solved questions or asking users to iterate (improve) over existing solutions, seems to provide more accurate results from the workers. The Epicast [2] tool from Delphi’s forecasting group asks users to predict the weekly ILI case count by using a drag and drop widget. Inspired by the above works, My4Sight tries to involve humans by showing them forecasts prepared by either data-driven or causal models (these forecasts are considered partial solutions) and defines the following two tasks:

1. Ranking: This task asks user to rank system-generated forecasts in order of likelihood.
2. Making individualized predictions: Users are allowed to improve upon an existing system-generated prediction by using a custom drag and drop html widget, similar to one used by Epicast.

The task representation employed in My4Sight helps to convey the temporal relationship inherent in disease epidemics, which is useful in getting better responses from the crowd. The user responses from the two tasks above are stored in a relational format in databases, and this data can later be fed into machine learning algorithms to improve the backend models. The next sections in this chapter describe these tasks in detail, and strategies for motivating users is considered at the end of this chapter.

### 3.1 Ranking Task

**Task Description:** “Place System Predictions in Order by Dragging and Dropping (Most likely prediction first, and least likely prediction last)”

**Input:** Users are provided an ordered list of predictions \( P = [p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_i] \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq K \). \( K \) represents the total number of system-generated predictions for the ranking task, and \( p_i \) represents individual forecasts.

**Output:** A permutation which is the binary bijection from \( P \) to itself. We will denote \( \pi(p_i) \) as the rank given by a user to prediction \( p_i \). The result can also be treated as set of tuples \( O = \{(p_i, \pi(p_i)) \mid p_i \in P\} \). The user’s response produces output \( O \), which is easy for computational consumption by data analytical methods.

In this task, the users can rank the forecasts generated by the system from most likely to least likely to occur. For this purpose, the system employs a ranking widget which provides a positive user experience by allowing users to drag and drop the forecast plots. Figure 3.1 shows the previous version of My4Sight’s ranking widget; this widget had following drawbacks:
1. Inflexibility to support more than 3 prediction plots for ranking

2. Difficulty in embedding My4Sight inside html iframes (to create mashup web applications) due to the fixed layout design

3. Memoryless – The ranking widget state is not updated when the user completes a task. This is a poorly designed information flow architecture because the users don’t see their earlier ranking responses, and it increases the cognitive load since they’ll need to explicitly remember previous results.

To overcome the above mentioned difficulties, a newer version of the ranking widget was developed. Figure 3.2 shows the prediction curves as seen by the user before ranking, and Figure 3.3 shows the state of the ranking widget after the user saves the ranking task. When the user logs into the system at a later stage, his/her previous ranking responses are communicated in a similar fashion as illustrated in Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.4 shows an example of ranking tasks involving 4 system-generated predictions.
Figure 3.2: Ranking task before completion. System Rankings on the left panel shows the forecasts generated by the system for the user to rank. The user can complete the task by dragging the forecast curves from the system ranking panel on the left to the user ranking panel on the right, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.

Although users can update their ranking results by canceling earlier answers, the backend is designed to preserve all the answers. In order to prevent any bias while ranking prediction curves, the users can only see the aggregate opinion of the crowd once they complete the ranking task. Figure 3.5 shows the vote distribution for one of the ranking tasks completed by the user.

3.2 Individualized forecasts

Task Description: “Make improvements/modifications to the system prediction by directly manipulating the prediction curve”

Input: $O = \{o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_T\}$ is the observed Influenza-Like Illness (ILI) case count for a region under consideration, and $T$ is the time period in which the ILI case count is known. Let $P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_T, p_{T+1}, p_{T+2}, \ldots, p_n\}$ represent the forecasted epicurve where $n > T$.

Constraints: When making individualized predictions, the user can modify all weekly case counts $p_t$ where $t > T$. The past ILI case counts $p_t \forall t \leq T$ cannot be dragged (or modified) by the user.

Output: The output from the above-mentioned task results in the generation of a new forecasted time series $P' = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_T, p_{T+1}', p_{T+2}', \ldots, p_n'\}$. It should be noted that modification of a single case count is also treated as a new forecasting model. The resulting time series $P'$ captures the knowledge (or intuition) of the user about the ongoing influenza season, and this gets stored in the backend database along with its associated user login credentials. The user model $P'$ can then be used to revise backend models to make better
predictions if the user has made consistently good predictions in the past.

Unlike the previous ranking task, this task provides direct access to the forecasted curve and allows users to express their experiential knowledge. For this task, a new html widget is added to the front end which allows users to make individualized predictions by manipulating an existing prediction made by the system. This allows subject matter experts to submit their own beliefs about how the season is headed and to express (or modify) their wealth of information regarding epidemic forecasting measures like peak value (or time), first-take off value (or time), intensity duration, velocity of the epidemic, and the start time of flu season.

Figure 3.6 shows one of the forecast plots made by the system before user improvements/ modifications, and Figure 3.7 shows the new forecasting model created by the user after modifying the system-generated prediction. The “My Models” tab on the main dashboard shows the list of individualized models created by the user. For an example, see Figure 3.8. To facilitate identification of the different forecasting models created by the user, we ask users to enter a unique name for each new forecasting model they create. Also, the individualized ranking widget allows users to revert their changes by providing “undo” and “cancel” options.

### 3.3 Incentive Structure

Strategies for motivating humans to participate and complete computational tasks can vary. Nonetheless, incentives play an important role in getting better structured and truthful responses from the crowd, and impacts their level of efficiency and participation.
3.3.1 Extrinsic Motivation

Two kinds of external incentives could be supported by the system, and we envision that these will be explored in depth and implemented in the future. These two external incentives are described below:

1. Monetary Payment: Simple ranking tasks can be processed by workers from micro-incentive crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) in exchange for a small monetary payment. This can be accomplished by launching an external Human Intelligence Task (HIT) in MTurk which can render the My4Sight web application inside a worker’s web browser. The external HIT task provides the flexibility and control over what tasks are displayed to the worker and how the results are collected at runtime. The newer version of My4Sight’s front end is implemented from the ground up using a responsive web design. The responsive web design enables websites to automatically adapt the content of the site to screen sizes of various web-enabled devices, including iframes. As a result, the application adapts perfectly well as the browser window size is changed. This feature, along with modularized user authentication on the back end, allows My4Sight to be easily extended to work with MTurk.

2. Leaderboard: Users can be awarded virtual points based on the quality of their forecasting model, and the dashboard could be modified to display cumulative points to drive competition between users.
Figure 3.5: Crowd Opinion for the System Predictions (Ranking Task) indicates how users ranked system-generated predictions, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.

### 3.3.2 Intrinsic Motivation

From an expert user’s point of view, the computational problem that My4Sight is designed to solve has significant value, and thus, such users are intrinsically motivated to provide their insights. When the true value for the forecasted event is available, the user can re-assess/reevaluate their knowledge and respond accordingly. The system provides access to data collection features and machine learning algorithms that are applied to the collected data. The results are communicated to the user, wherever applicable, in the form of visualizations for easier data comprehension.

### 3.4 Privacy Concerns

The system requires users to log in before they can complete new tasks or view earlier results. This is done to minimize spam because of bad actors or bots. We believe that most responders using the system would be genuine and willing to provide their individual opinions about the evolving flu season. However, in order to prevent users from replicating each other’s responses, the system ensures that rankings and individual forecasts predicted by a user are not visible to the crowd. Although users cannot see others’ predictions, the system does provide aggregate crowd opinions, either in the form of visualizations or summary tables.
Figure 3.6: UI Widget which allows user to drag and drop the forecasted curve. The widget provides options for users to save, undo, or cancel their work, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.

Figure 3.7: Prediction Curve After User Modifications, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.
Figure 3.8: List of User Models, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.
Chapter 4

My4Sight System Architecture

This chapter will describe the system architecture of My4Sight. The architecture is designed to provide a flexible, scalable, and web-based analytical platform to support human computation tasks on epidemic forecasts.

4.1 Design

The design and implementation of the My4Sight back end is greatly influenced by the following factors. The key features of My4Sight include:

- Multiple Dimensions for forecasting models: The epidemiological models are functions of several input parameters, and the system is not restricted to a particular disease or model. The system accounts for diversity along the following epidemic dimensions:
  - Infectious diseases
  - Geographical regions
  - Forecasting models
  - Uncertainty bounds for models
  - Seasons (time periods)
  - Surveillance data sources
  - Quality metrics for evaluating forecasting methods

- Data Ingestion:
  - Automation: In order to streamline the process of populating necessary surveillance and forecast data, a set of python scripts were developed. These scripts
are intended to integrate My4Sight with other forecasting pipelines supported by NDSSL (Network Dynamics and Simulation Science Laboratory).

- Functional User Interface (UI): The system assumes that end users who configure the human computation tasks as described in Chapter 3 should not have to be tech savvy to develop scripts for populating data from different surveillance and forecasting data sources. To make the system more approachable, the My4Sight back end includes a functional UI which can be used for data population. This UI abstracts many of the complex details by providing a simple web form for entering and modifying data dynamically. For an example, see Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: UI for entering data into the system. In this example, the UI contains a web form to modify the epidemic curve data for the chosen forecasting model, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.](image)

- Web Services APIs: The My4Sight system architecture is shown in figure 4.2. The front end and back end are completely decoupled with each other, and data flows between them through carefully designed RESTful APIs. This design provides a lot of flexibility and allows the system to scale horizontally. We have developed several classes of APIs which provide access to various system resources and hide the complexity of the back end infrastructure. These APIs are meant for both internal and external client consumption. The My4Sight client in Figure 4.2 is one of the sample applications that is built on the top of these web services. These web services can be leveraged in the future to create more advanced or native applications for desktop and mobile platforms.
Figure 4.2: My4Sight System Architecture
• Deployment Time: The system reduces the amount of time and effort involved in launching new diseases, geographical regions, and forecasting models. Also, the framework provided by the system makes it easy and fast to deploy new web APIs.

• Analytical Engine: My4Sight is designed as an analytical platform, providing access to flexible queries, data collection features, and machine-learning algorithms. The machine-learning and algorithmic aspects are not the primary goal of this thesis, although they are very important. This component provides a generic framework where different algorithms could be evaluated in the future.

• User-Related Data: The system requires users to login in order to access the resources and complete human computation tasks mentioned in chapter 3. This helps the system to keep track of user participation and compute user related analytics. The system tracks the following information about each user:
  - Login IP address
  - GeoLocation data (latitude, longitude, city, state, country, etc.)
  - Login and logout time
  - Responses to human computation queries

This information is stored in a relational database to manage and retrieve the data efficiently.

4.2 Implementation

The system has a modular architecture consisting of several loosely connected components built using open source tools. We chose to represent the system data in a relational format, as this provides us the ability to execute flexible queries based on a combination of geographical region, surveillance data source, forecasting method, etc.

Figure 4.3: My4Sight Conceptual model. In this figure, only important entities and relationships are included.
Figure 4.4: My4Sight database schema. The figure includes only relevant tables and relationships among them.

The conceptual model plays an important role in modeling the requirements of the system and represents various entities and the relationships between them. The model for My4Sight is shown in Figure 4.3. This model is kept simple by including only the relevant entities and relationships. In order to store and provide analytics for surveillance and forecasting data from past seasons, a "season" entity is used in the system. The idea of what constitutes a season is loosely defined to generalize the definition for multiple diseases. A season is identified by a combination of geographical region, disease, and season name. Generally, it is observed that data reported through traditional methods for illnesses such as flu lag by 2 to 3 weeks, and, further, that these reports are revised retrospectively after the first report. To account for this uncertainty associated with surveillance data, a single season entity can have multiple surveillance data sources. The database schema is shown in Figure 4.4.
### 4.2.1 Back End

The back end is written completely in Python and uses Django, a high-level Python web framework, to provide the server component. The reasons for choosing the Python ecosystem (Django can be viewed as Python extension) are that it encourages rapid application development and has excellent libraries for scientific programming, data statistics, and data manipulation. Thus, the Python ecosystem provides the necessary "lego blocks" so that we can reuse existing components and focus our time on developing the desired features for the My4Sight back end. Currently, My4Sight uses a MySQL database for its storage needs, although this could easily be configured to use other back end databases like PostgreSQL or Oracle. See Figure 4.5 for the technology stack used in the development of the My4Sight back end.

![Technology Stack](image)


### Web Services API

The RESTful APIs are designed to be flexible, and provide access to system resources and data analysis methods. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the hierarchical API view as seen by a client application.

The APIs are designed using best RESTful patterns, and include the following features:

1. Multiple versions for backward compatibility
2. Multiple representations/formats for system resources like prediction data, surveillance data sources, etc,

3. Each system resource is identified by a unique URL; see Figure 4.7 for an example.

4. Authentication for secure system resources

5. Queries, like filtering and selection, are built into the URL as query parameters. For an example, see Figure 4.7

Since every resource that needs to be retrieved from the system is uniquely identified by a URL, the responses to APIs can be cached at multiple levels (server-side caching and client-side caching) to improve the system’s scalability and efficiency. The My4Sight client (i.e., front end application) and back end employ caching to prevent the server and database from being hammered by repeated requests.

### 4.2.2 Front End

User experience plays an important role in human computation systems. In the case of My4Sight, this is no different as the system needs to provide visualizations of machine forecasts in order to collect human insights regarding epidemics. The My4Sight client, running
on the browser, needs to provide rich interactions to the user to support ranking and individualized forecasting tasks as described in chapter 3. For this purpose, the My4Sight client uses Single Page Application (SPA) architecture in creating the front end website.

**Single Page Application (SPA)**

SPAs are a modern way of creating rich and responsive web applications, and aim to bring desktop-like user experiences to the browsers. In traditional web applications, whenever a user clicks on a link or button, the browser sends a request to the server. The server responds to the request by constructing a completely new page, and this is displayed to the user. However, in SPA, a website is loaded for the first time by fetching the necessary resources, like CSS, javascript, and HTML. After the first page load, only the requested information is fetched from the server on demand, and partial pages are redrawn on the client side. This mechanism reduces server round trips to construct a full HTML page as seen in traditional web applications, thereby providing an enhanced user experience.

Figure 4.8 shows the architecture of the My4Sight client. The architecture includes the following components:

- **Services**: Responsible for communicating with the back end using web services APIs.
- **Models**: Maintains user- and system-related data at the client side
- **View**: Responsible for displaying the data to the user
- **Controller**: Handles user interactions and coordinates the communication between models and services.
In order to handle the challenges involved in implementing a SPA application, we chose AngularJS [33], a client-side javascript framework. Figure 4.9 shows the complete software stack used in the My4Sight client development.

Figure 4.8: My4Sight Front End Architecture
Chapter 5

My4Sight Pipeline and Features

In previous chapters 3 and 4, we described the functionalities of the My4Sight front end and back end. In the current chapter, we will describe how the My4Sight pipeline is composed using the front and back ends to provide a complete, end-to-end, web-accessible system, and the role played by each component in the pipeline. Finally, at the end of this chapter, we will describe some of the features provided by My4Sight.

5.1 Pipeline

The My4Sight pipeline is graphically visualized in Figure 5.1. The various stages involved in the pipeline are numbered from 1 to 7. In the following sections, although we describe these stages in the context of forecasting models generated for a particular disease, geographical region, and season, the pipeline would be identical for any other combination of epidemic parameters since the system is built to support a variety of geographical regions, diseases, etc.

The tasks carried out in these stages include the following.

1. In the first stage, a set of forecasting model outputs are injected into the system using the data ingestion component. The process of generating different forecasting models is external to the system, and it is assumed that these models are likely generated using compartmental, agent-driven, statistical, and data-driven methods. The only constraint for these forecasting models is that they should predict the epicurve. The system is flexible enough to handle large numbers of forecasting models and each model, if applicable, can also have uncertainty bounds. The models could be injected by a requester/web administrator using scripts which have the necessary logic to do the translation and transformation into the My4Sight system data format. However, in
the absence of any such scripts for the new forecasting models, the user could use the web interface to manually add the data into the system.

2. In the second stage, the model outputs are stored in a relational format in a permanent database. This format allows us to perform flexible queries in an efficient manner. For example, sample queries may include, “Find the mean and standard deviation of all forecasting models for a particular geographical region and disease”, “Find the distribution of the peak date predicted by different forecasting models”, and “Find all the user forecasting models which are different from the system-generated predictions given a certain measure of dissimilarity”.

3. In the third stage, the user selects a “disease” and “geographical region” after logging into the My4Sight client. This action from the user triggers the front end to communicate with the back end to retrieve the forecasting and surveillance data outputs, and previous responses corresponding to the user’s selection, by using RESTful APIs provided by the My4Sight back end.

4. In the fourth stage, the forecasting data pulled from the back end is cast as two human computation tasks (ranking and individualized forecasting tasks) for users. If the user has already provided his response to the task, the front end visualization widgets are designed to reflect this state. This allows the user to evaluate his earlier response and provide a new response in the case of new evidence. The collected human insights are then stored in the back end database for later data transfer into the analytical engine.

5. In the fifth stage, collected human insights from all users, i.e. outputs of the ranking
and individualized forecasting tasks, are fused with system-generated predictions (the models provided as inputs to the system in stage 1) using machine learning and data analytical methods to produce a final forecast. For these fusion algorithms, the analytical engine could take the user’s previous performance into consideration. Although these algorithms constitute an important part of the system, the focus of this thesis is on building a modular architecture and platform where different algorithms can be evaluated in the future. In the My4Sight pipeline depicted in Figure 5.1, all the components and stages are developed apart from the analytical component depicted by dotted lines. To illustrate how new algorithms could easily be added to the system, we have implemented a simple ensemble average for a set of predictions. These predictions could be system generated predictions or the ones selected by the user.

**Ensemble Simple Average**

Consider a set of predictions \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_i, \ldots, y_K \) where \( K \) represents the total number of predictions, and

\[
y_i = \{y_{t,i}\}_{t=1}^{n}
\]

where \( n \) represents the epidemic outbreak period, which is unknown. Then, the ensemble simple average \( y_o \) is given by:

\[
y_o = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \{1/\frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} y_{t,i}\}_{t=1}^{n}
\]

where \( w_i = \frac{1}{K} \)

6. In the sixth stage, the final forecast \( y_o \) generated by the analytical engine is stored in the back end database, along with the timestamp.

7. In the seventh stage, the resulting output is displayed to the user using appropriate UI widgets in the My4Sight client. For an example, see Figure 5.2

**5.2 Features**

In addition to the pipeline described above, the system tracks user-related events, and GeoLocates users based on their IP address. The system is capable of running statistical analysis on the user-related data. The results are communicated to the user, wherever applicable, in the form of visualizations using the My4Sight client application.
Figure 5.2: Simple Ensemble Average, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.

**GeoLocation**

The GeoLocation information collected by the system is plotted on a high-resolution interactive map using markers. For an example, see Figure 5.3. This feature helps to analyze how the participants are dispersed geographically.

Figure 5.3: My4Sight GeoLocation feature, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.
System Usage Statistics

User participation and contributions are a central component of My4Sight; therefore, the system provides tools to monitor their usage. These tools (see Figure 5.4) help in providing preliminary evidence for the following queries:

- How effective are the new incentive mechanisms and analytical features in motivating and retaining user participation over time?
- Does communicating with users via email and social media have any impact on system usage?
- What happens to system usage after the targeted campaign ends? It is very important that the system provides a value that is greater than the amount of time the user spends providing useful computation to the system.

Figure 5.4: My4Sight system usage. The figure shows the total number of hours spent by users per day, http://epics.vbi.vt.edu/my4sight/, Used with permission of Dr. Madhav Marathe, 2015.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented My4Sight, a human computation system to integrate human insights with machine-generated forecasts to develop better predictive models. The system simplifies the addition of new diseases, forecasting models, geographical regions, and other dimensions of epidemics. The novelty of My4Sight is the development of a platform having the ability to quickly deploy, and seamlessly integrate, new algorithms for fusing human experiential knowledge with system-generated predictions. Our system spares users from worrying about the complexity involved in collecting human insights, understanding and developing the pipeline, and the framework to visualize the results. We discussed some of the user analytics features provided by the system. In our opinion, the data collected by the system would be invaluable for data-driven algorithms. With My4Sight, we hope to attract a lot of users who can provide useful insights about epidemics through ranking and individualized forecasting tasks. The system, with its infrastructure capabilities and features, provides a powerful toolbox to the community for combining human and machine intelligence into epidemiological forecasts.

The My4Sight system is still a work in progress. The future areas of work include:

1. Exploration of various methods and algorithms for combining human-generated outputs with machine-generated forecasts.

2. Modeling the performance and expertise of users over time and explore various incentive mechanisms for retaining the user base. One of the possible works in this direction could be assigning virtual points to the users based on their past performance, and a dashboard showing the users with the highest number of points in order to drive competition among users.

3. Development of additional complex queries to support the needs of analysts.

4. Identification of additional methods to aggregate human computation outputs generated via ranking and individualized forecasting tasks.
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## Appendix A

### List of Rest APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>my4sight/api/v1.0/diseases/flu/countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>method</strong></td>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Gets all the countries (along with their regions) where flu is currently prevalent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: API to retrieve the list of countries where a disease is prevalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>my4sight/api/v1.0/user-models/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>method</strong></td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Creates a new user generated model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: API to create a new user model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>my4sight/api/v1.0/user-models/?func=list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>method</strong></td>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Retrieves user generated models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limiting and Ordering Output</strong></td>
<td>Query Parameters: limit, offset, ordering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ex: my4sight/api/v1.0/user-models/?func=list &amp; limit=2 &amp; offset=0 &amp; ordering=model_name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Get first two user models after sorting by “model name” in ASC order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3: API to retrieve user generated models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>my4sight/api/v1.0/seasons/&lt;id&gt;/system-batch-predictions/latest/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>method</strong></td>
<td>GET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>Retrieves latest system generated predictions for a given season</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4: API to retrieve latest system generated predictions for a given season
### Table A.5: API to retrieve geolocation data from all logged in users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>my4sight/api/v1.0/stats/users/geo-location/</td>
<td>Retrieves geolocation data from all the logged in users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.6: API to retrieve system usage statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service endpoint</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>my4sight/api/v1.0/stats/users/system-usage/</td>
<td>Retrieves system usage statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>